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The American Republic is in more serious danger than most may believe. Those intent upon
taking down this country may be a collection of Leftist political activists, misguided errant youth
and an assortment of government hating ideologues, but they are supported by powerful
institutions, and in spite of how they may appear, they are organized.

On the other hand, the patriotic majority is not organized at all.

Americans who wish to confront the angry mob attacking the country must organize; and, any
future actions must still begin with organization and must be established in local communities;
requiring only a loose coordination with a national organization.

If the civil unrest continues to grow, the Second Amendment will become the most important
element brought to bear in the conflict – or it could prevent a catastrophic event if enough time
remains and the unifying principles of the Amendment are properly effectuated.
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But, a vitalized Second Amendment capable of saving the country is not necessarily predicated
solely on the use of firearms. More specifically, the Prefaratory Clause in the Amendment is
what is requisite for dealing with the existing conflict.
“A well regulated Militia being necessary to the security of a free state...”
'Regulated' has a very specific meaning when it refers to military organizations. When the
language of the Second Amendment refers to a ‘regulated' Militia, it is referring to an organized,
armed and trained body of citizens.

Lately we have seen certain Democratic controlled local governments sacrificing law and order
by encouraging urban rioting and destruction - ignoring the violence and harm that has befallen
many citizens – all in the name of allowing supposed ‘peaceful protests.’ They have allowed
these so called “mostly peaceful” protests to take place. The violence prevalent in these
protests is being misreported and skewed by the corporate media. The recent attacks against a
Federal Court House in Portland Oregon were mis-reported as attacks by federal troops upon
peaceful protestors, not describing what was actually happening, rounding-up ring-leaders who
organized the riots; some of whom used commercial grade fireworks, bricks and Molotov
Cocktails.

Even when citizens are knowledgeable about what is occurring, they are usually on their own.
Two St. Louis home owners were arrested for brandishing their firearms when threatened by a
marauding and menacing mob.

It is time to utilize the American Colonial organization, which consisted of a centralized
Continental Congress with local Militias in every community. Early confrontations with the British
involved the local Militias without intervention from the Continental Congress. Today, of course,
America has a strong national Congress; but this Congress is severely divided, much the way it
was prior to the Civil War. And, unless the US Congress once again splits apart, effective
resistance guided by Washington will not be forthcoming.

Regardless of a future larger conflict, the immediate problem facing the country now is a lack of
organized local resistance comprised of large numbers of people opposing radicals such as
Antifa and Black Lives Matter and any other groups thrown into the fray by the Globalists.
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Too many Americans have fallen into a malaise, a false sense of security, because of the
professionals delegated to maintaining law and order and protecting the country. The silent
majority is mostly absent in the defense of their own liberty. It would seem that they are
anticipating some clarion call from someone somewhere to tell them that they are needed.

Waiting for the results of an election while there are people actively trying to bring down the
system is inappropriate, especially when there is every reason to believe the rioting will worsen
if Trump is re-elected.

The protestors must be confronted now by local resistance. The structure for deploying
organized local resistance exists in the original Militia concept. Each state already has
Congressional districts consisting of somewhat equivalent population sizes and mostly with a
good deal of geographical cohesiveness. These districts can serve as the largest of the local
organizational units. The districts can be further broken down into smaller and smaller units,
much as the Army is structured.

There may be people opposed to the formation of a citizens’ Militia, especially if they support the
Leftist agenda. They will work to keep a Militia from being organized, or if it is organized to keep
it from operating properly through subterfuge. Still, for any opposition to be effective against the
growing riotous protests it must be organized.

In its formative stage the local Militia need not adopt the second element of a well regulated
Militia – being ‘armed.’ But, regardless of any future action, citizens must first be organized
ASAP.

Whether it is a discussion over coffee, or a training session on how to deal with hostile crowds,
or scheduling a march or a protest, there must be flawless communication when reaching out to
Militia members. There must be people who are in contact with the local police in order to know
who has pulled a permit to march and where it will be held and how many will be in attendance.
There must be people who are enrolled in the adversarial groups and receive emails or texts as
to what the protestors are planning in order to be better prepared.
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When marching or protesting or counter protesting or acting as security along the sidelines
during a protest, there must be sufficient numbers in attendance with appropriate gear. There
must be plans in place as to what aids should be at hand, be it signs, chemical sprays or
batons, and there must be a doctrine detailing the escalation from ‘observing to physical
contact.’ There must be a policy regarding carrying concealed weapons. The Militia must be
proficient in working within a riot or just working cohesively as a unit in a crowd. Communication
among members during protests must also be flawless.

Above all else, the America hating protestors must be made to know that they will be confronted
by well organized local citizens who oppose their goal of tearing down America, and that their
free reign of perpetrating terror in the streets is over.
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